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Navigating
Usability and SEO
How to make your website user and
SEO friendly while uncovering
common misconceptions.





UX = UI = Usability



UI, UX & Usability - more or
less the same thing?

Are you able to identify
UX, UI and usability?

Making a
website or
application
easy to use

Making a website or
app attractive and

effective according to
users' preferences

Making users feel
positive about a
website or app
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UX and Usability?

UI, UX & Usability - more or
less the same thing?
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SEO relevant content vs.
aesthetic design?



SEO Content UI/UX

SEO relevant Content or
Aesthetic Design?



SEO relevant Content or
Aesthetic Design?

What is the solution to this?

Share briefings between the UX, UI and SEO Teams

Make sure to implement touch-point meetings early on

Teams should communicate any relevant changes that

could affect SEO or UX

Try to find a healthy balance between design and

content, taking into account the search intent of the user

and Content UX



High quality images and
animated designs vs. web
performance?



Elaborate image files and animated
page design have a negative impact
on web performance
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Elaborate image files and animated
page design have a negative impact
on web performance

What is the solution to this?
Focus on certain key metrics

Prioritize optimizing Core Web Vitals to ensure a
positive user experience
Set performance budgets to define limits on page size,
load times, and other key metrics.

Image Source: Addy Osmani, addyosmani.com/blog/performance-budgets/



Mega navigation menus
have negative impact on
usability



Mega navigation menus can have
negative impact on usability and SEO

Source: Wayback Machine, en.patagonia.com, 2017



Mega navigation menus can have
negative impact on usability and SEO

Source: Wayback Machine, en.patagonia.com, 2021



Mega navigation menus can have
negative impact on usability and SEO

Source: en.patagonia.com, 2023



LAW
OF UX

Mega navigation menus can have
negative impact on usability

The time it takes to make a decision increases with the
number and complexity of choices. 

The more choices you give a user, the longer it takes
for them to make a decision. 

Hick's Law

Image Source: mindtheproduct.com/hicks-law-keep-it-simple-and-straightforward/



LAW
OF UX

Mega navigation menus can have
negative impact on usability

The average person can only keep 7 (+/- 2) items in
their working memory. 

Display information in chunks so that it's manageable
to users to remember what they consumed. 

Miller's Law

Image Source: twohourssleep.com/what-is-millers-law-the-psychology-of-design-3-7/



Let's look at some
cases of navigation
fails so we can learn
from them!   

Mega navigation menus have
negative impact on usability and SEO



Source: https://www2.hm.com/de_de/index.html

Mega navigation menus have
negative impact on usability and SEO

Choice overload of
available sub-categories

No visual highlighting of
special categories like
sales or bestsellers



Source: https://www.vodafone.de/

Mega navigation menus have
negative impact on usability and SEO

Multiple sub-
navigations opening
on hover with delays

No forgiving mouse
movement paths



Aesthetics are not
important if you have good
usability.
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Aesthetics are not important if you
have good usability.

Source: Jon Yablonski, Laws of UX, 2020

Aesthetic-Usability
Effect

Users often perceive aesthetically
pleasing design as more usable 
They are more tolerant of minor
usability issues
Visual design impacts the perceived
credibility of a site

LAW
OF UX



Aesthetics are not important if you
have good usability.

Source: Mihir Modi, Aesthetic-Usability-Effect, UX Collective, 2023

Color Scheme
Lack of contrast and clash
in colors give negative
emotions to the users. It
immediately impacts the
first impression for a user.

Whitespace
It makes text easier to
read, creates visual
hierarchy and reduces
clutter.

Consistency
It plays a vital role in
usability and aesthetics.
Consistency enables users
to think less because they
can find UI elements faster
and predict outcomes.



Let's look at some
cases of aesthetic
fails so we can learn
from them!   

Aesthetics are not important if you
have good usability.



Aesthetics are not important if you
have good usability.

Too many different
colors for 
 navigational elements
with no hierarchies
(red, blue, purple)

Red color for
navigation 

No commitment to
uniform shapes

Source: https://de.hotels.com/



Aesthetics are not important if you
have good usability.

Source: https://www.airbnb.de/



Accessibility affects only a
small group of users.



Accessibility affects only a small
group of users

Source: Council of the European Union, 2022

15 - 20 %
of people in the EU, or estimated 80
million people, have some form of
disability. They are the world's
largest minority.



Accessibility affects only a small
group of users

Source: Council for disability awareness, USA, 2021

Temporary and
situational disabilities

Injuries such as fractures and sprains

Holding a baby

Loud background noises



Accessibility affects only a small
group of users

Source: Bundeszentrale für politische Bildung

Aging population
44 % of the population in Germany
is over 50. Generations that use the
internet today also want to use it in
the future.



Accessibility affects only a small
group of users

Source: Daniel Abrahams on blog.ai-media.tv

Designing for
accessibility helps
everyone
like sidewalk ramps being used by
parents with strollers, cyclists or
older people 



Accessibility affects only a small
group of users

Source: Daniel Abrahams on blog.ai-media.tv

Designing for
accessibility helps
everyone
like video captions in noisy and quiet
situations



LAW
OF UX

Source: Emma Sheridan, UX Collective, 2021

Curb-Cut Effect
It states that when you design for
disabilities, you make things better for
everyone in the process

Accessibility affects only a small
group of users



Accessibility affects only a small
group of users

Source: European Commission

Web Accessibility is not
optional 
As of 28 June 2025 e-commerce
companies* in the European Union must
ensure that their websites and services are
accessible for persons with disabilities.

*Small businesses that have fewer than ten employees and no more than an annual
turnover of 2 million euros are not covered by this obligation.



Accessibility affects only a small
group of users

Let's look at some
cases of accessibility
fails so we can learn
from them!   



Source: https://www.otto.de/p/wmf-topf-set-inspiration-cromargan-edelstahl-rostfrei-18-10-set-11-tlg-induktion-455860350/#variationId=455861610

Accessibility affects only a small
group of users

365 contrast errors

22x missing alt-text
for navigational
elements and images

Lang attribute is
missing
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Unsere Buchempfehlungen
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